IN MEMORIAM: PROFESSOR HAROLD "THAMP" BELL

Columbia GSAPP sadly shares the loss of Professor Harold "Thamp" Bell, a dedicated professor and will be greatly missed. He is remembered as a humble, kind, and approachable human being who was always ready to help students to engage in exploration of their white identities and build community and accountability for the white community. He is also remembered as a passionate, enthusiastic, and dedicated professor who always took extra time to prepare them for working in the field. Bell’s body was taken to his home in Jamaica on June 16. Details about the private funeral will be announced at a later date. ripharoldthamp

CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE AFRICAN WORLD

Masaha 2021: "Indigenous Knowledge in the time of Pandemic and Climate Change in the Region: the Role of Black and Africanists in the Transformation of Space" is the title of a lecture by Bell (PhD) of Columbia University, who is a landscape researcher, and land economist. The lecture will be held on June 16, 11:30am. Details about the lecture will be announced at a later date. ripharoldthamp
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DESIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEY

Columbia GSAPP Black History Month Alumni Profile Series as part of the Arguments Lecture Series.

GSAPP RECOMMENDS

Columbia students, scholars, and staff are encouraged to take the time to reflect on Juneteenth and how it relates to their personal experiences. Juneteenth commemorates the announcement that the Civil War had ended and that enslaved Black Americans were free. This Down: Juneteenth and How Do you Celebrate and Observe the Day? Watch the Columbia mini-doc and return the survey on how you celebrate and observe the day. ripharoldthamp

Juneteenth jokes: My daughter tells me there isn’t any discrimination in this generation. Her reasons: they have Greta Thunberg and Black Lives Matter... ripharoldthamp

Are you a Black student at Columbia? Are you a Black professional in the architecture/real estate industry? The survey is due Friday, June 18, 2021. The deadline for the survey is Friday, July 2, 2021. ripharoldthamp

Bell is survived by his wife, Anne, and his children, Tim and John. ripharoldthamp

MORE INFO: http://www.w3.org/TR/strict/EN